Relational database systems have dominated the database industry for a quarter century. However, the advent of the Web has led to requirements for storage of new kinds of information in which the order of information is important and data structure can vary over time and from one document to another. These evolving requirements have given rise to Extensible Markup Language (XML) as a widely accepted data format and to XQuery as an emerging standard language for querying XML data sources. A set of extensions to the Structured Query Language (SQL) called SQL/XML enables XML data to be stored in relational databases, taking advantage of the mature infrastructure of relational systems and combining the advantages of SQL and XQuery. However, building a bridge between SQL and XQuery is challenging due to the many syntactic and semantic differences between the two languages. This paper describes how IBM DB2t deals with this challenge and provides users with a flexible system for storing and processing both relational and XML data.
INTRODUCTION
Since the introduction of the first relational database systems in the early 1980s, the commercial database field has seen mostly evolutionary changes. Most large-scale commercial database systems introduced since that time have been based on the relational data model and Structured Query Language (SQL). Recently, however, a new data format, Extensible Markup Language (XML), and a new query language, XQuery, have emerged to challenge the predominance of pure relational systems. XML and XQuery represent a significant new approach to database management. In this paper, we examine the motivation for this new approach, and we compare the SQL and XQuery languages to determine how they can be used cooperatively by sharing a common infrastructure, thereby taking advantage of the large existing investment in relational technology.
In understanding the need for a new approach to storing and retrieving data, the concept of metadata is crucial. Metadata is defined as ''data about data''-that is, it is information that describes the structure of stored data. All database systems provide some means for storing metadata, and all query languages make use of metadata in processing queries. In relational systems, metadata is stored separately from the data itself, typically in a set of tables called the system catalog. This is possible because relational systems are designed for data that has a regular, repeating structure that can be described independently of any data instance; for example, every row of a table contains the same columns and the same data types. Relational database systems are well optimized for traditional business applications in which the metadata is well known and changes slowly, if at all.
SQL is a mature relational database language that takes advantage of the regular structure of data stored in tables. For example, consider the following SQL query:
SELECT itemno, price FROM product WHERE description ¼ 'sweater' AND price , 100
ORDER BY price
In processing this query, an SQL implementation can rely on information about the product table that is stored in the system catalog. For example, each row of the table might be known to have exactly one price value of type DECIMAL (possibly null). The semantics of the query language need not be concerned with rows that have no price column, or have more than one price, or have a price of an unexpected type.
As database systems have evolved toward handling more complex kinds of information, the need for a more flexible data format has become evident. For example, Web services and other forms of ecommerce exchange information in the form of messages with complex and flexible formats. Documents available on the Web vary widely in their structure and very often rely on an intrinsic (nonvalue-based) ordering of their parts.
Even among documents of a single type, a great variation may exist from one document to another. For example, in medical records, patients may vary widely in the numbers of doctors visited, types of insurance, diseases, medications, procedures, and so on. Types of data that are present in one patient record may be absent in another. Each medical record may be sparse, meaning it contains only a few of the many possibilities. Because of these variations, each record must be self-describing; that is, it must contain metadata that describes its own structure and content.
The need for documents to be self-describing led to the notion of markup-descriptive information associated with the parts of a document. Markup originated in the publishing industry and was first used by editors to specify aspects of appearance, such as font and size. Gradually, markup evolved toward a logical description (for example, ''citation'' rather than ''italics''), which enabled document components to be rendered differently on different devices and to be more readily understood by applications such as information retrieval systems. A standard notation for logical markup called Standardized General Markup Language (SGML) was adopted by the International Organization for Standardization in 1986. 1 Today's XML notation is a direct descendant of SGML.
In self-describing data, such as XML documents, metadata is separated into two types-markup and schema. Markup contains information about individual instances of stored data-for example, a piece of data might be identified as an address or as a part number. A schema, on the other hand, contains global information about how documents are assembled from their component parts. (Note that this use of the term schema is different from the use of the same term in the SQL Standard.
2 ) A schema for a purchase order, for example, might specify that a purchase order consists of a date, a customer, a ship-to address, an optional bill-to address, and an array of one or more items that in turn contain lower-level data structures. A schema for a given type of document specifies the degree of flexibility that is allowed in constructing documents of that type, such as alternative content, optional content, and constraints on the number of occurrences of various parts. Within the constraints allowed by a schema, markup is used to identify the structure of an individual document. At one extreme, the structure of a document can be completely specified and constrained by its schema. At the other extreme, a document may have no schema at all and may rely entirely on markup for its metadata.
XML provides separate specifications for inserting descriptive markup into an individual document 3 and for creating a schema that describes the (possibly flexible) structure of a class of documents. 4 An XML schema corresponds roughly to a Ö ZCAN ET AL. IBM SYSTEMS JOURNAL, VOL 45, NO 2, 2006 relational system catalog, whereas XML markup is a form of metadata that is largely absent and unnecessary in relational systems.
Although both XML and the relational data model are completely general in their ability to represent all types of data, differences exist in the types of data typically stored in these respective formats. Some of these differences are as follows:
XML data is often sparse-that is, a given data element may contain only some of many possibilities. Sparse data can also be represented in relational format, but relational representations of sparse data tend to be more complex and inefficient because they lack the self-describing property of XML.
Relational data has no intrinsic order that is independent of its values, but XML is often used to store intrinsically ordered data, such as paragraphs in a book. XML documents often contain text, which increases the importance of specialized forms of search. Text search requires linguistic operations, such as stem matching, and often needs to combine precise with imprecise forms of search in a single query. Relevance ranking is an important form of search in XML data. Compared to a typical relational system catalog, XML schema information is often more complex and subject to change. An XML query may operate over multiple documents conforming to different schemas or to multiple versions of a schema. Some documents may not have a schema. An XML database must be prepared to cope with schema evolution-an environment in which schema information is heterogeneous and rapidly changing.
COMPARING SQL AND XQUERY
The first languages to be widely used in retrieving information from XML documents were XPath 5 and XSLT. 6 XPath was designed as a notation for navigating within an XML document, which is structured as a hierarchy of elements and attributes. XPath can isolate the elements and attributes that satisfy a given search criterion, but it is limited in that it cannot construct a new element. For this reason, it is not a complete query language. XSLT is more powerful than XPath, but was designed primarily for transforming one document into another. The expressive power of XSLT is sufficient for a query language, but its recursive patternmatching paradigm is difficult to optimize and is better adapted for document transformation than for queries.
Recognizing the limitations of XPath and XSLT, the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C**) 7 XQuery:
A closer examination of the two languages, however, reveals that they also have many significant differences:
XML data, unlike relational data, has an intrinsic order. This fact affects the design of XQuery in many ways, including positional predicates, ''before'' and ''after'' predicates, and operators, such as path expressions, that preserve document order.
Relational databases represent information only by values, whereas XML also uses the concept of nesting (element hierarchies). As a result, some joins that would be explicit in SQL are implicitly represented by path expressions in XQuery. In addition, some kinds of search that would be complex and recursive in SQL can be represented compactly by using XQuery operators such as //, which searches for an object at an unknown depth in a hierarchy.
Because XML mixes markup with data, it is possible in XQuery to express queries that span both data and metadata, such as, ''What kinds of things are red?'' Data and metadata are separated in relational databases; therefore, SQL does not provide a facility for expressing this kind of query. SQL has a null value, which is needed because every row of a 
BRIDGING SQL AND XQUERY: SQL/XML
With the increasing acceptance of XML as a standard data format in many applications, the need is growing for systems that can store and manage persistent XML data while supporting a full set of tools and infrastructure that include backup and recovery, concurrency, and access control. Of course, XML data can be stored in special-purpose database systems designed exclusively for that purpose, but storing XML data in a relational database system makes it possible to reuse the extensive existing infrastructure. Because the database industry has a huge investment in SQL implementations, application development tools, and packaged applications, there is a great deal of interest in extending SQL-based systems to handle the storage and manipulation of XML data along with relational data. The resulting hybrid database systems will allow XML and relational data to coexist and complement each other in an enterprise information architecture.
In addition to capabilities for storing and retrieving XML data, SQL-based systems usually offer another important XML-related feature: an ability to transform (or ''publish'') relational data in XML format. SQL/XML provides a set of modifiers that can be used with the XML data type to constrain its instances in various ways-for example, XML (DOCUMENT) denotes an XML data type that is constrained to contain only well-formed XML documents. DB2 does not support these explicit type modifiers. In DB2, each instance stored in a column of type XML must be a well-formed XML document, but the result of a query or view definition may be any XDM instance.
As the XML data type is distinct from other SQL data types, such as VARCHAR and CLOB, SQL/XML provides a set of functions that can be used for converting between XML and other data types and for performing other useful operations on instances of the XML data type. These functions are summarized in the following subsections.
XMLParse
The XMLParse function converts an SQL character or binary string into an instance of the XML data type. It parses the input string according to the rules of XML Version 1.0 3 and returns a value of type XML.
The syntax of the XMLParse function is illustrated by the following example, which inserts a value into an XML column. The value is obtained by parsing the string contained in the variable :h_var, which must be of an SQL character or binary string data type (CHAR, VARCHAR, BLOB, or CLOB). The required keyword DOCUMENT indicates that the input string must contain a well-formed XML document. The optional keywords PRESERVE WHITESPACE indicate that all white-space characters in the input string are preserved in the stored document.
INSERT INTO books (id, bookdoc) VALUES ('1256', XMLParse (DOCUMENT :h_var PRESERVE WHITESPACE))
A potential problem with statements such as the one in the previous example is that DB2 performs codepage conversions on character strings when they are exchanged between the client application and the database server if the client and server are using different code pages. 
XMLSerialize
The XMLSerialize function is the inverse of XMLParse-it converts a value of type XML into an SQL character or binary string. It serializes the input XML value into a value of type CHAR, VARCHAR, BLOB, or CLOB by using the serialization rules of XQuery. 17 The syntax of the XMLSerialize function is illustrated by the following example, which selects the content of a book and serializes it as a value of type CLOB:
Serializing an XML value into a character string host variable has the same potential problem with codepage conversion described earlier for XMLParse. Again, the solution to this problem is to serialize into a variable of a binary data type or to use the XML AS CLOB notation in the SQL DECLARE SECTION. Whenever a variable that is declared using XML AS CLOB is used as an output variable, its content is automatically serialized, and no code-page conversions are performed.
XMLCast
The XMLCast function is a variation of the SQL CAST function in which either the source or target data type is XML. In the following example, an SQL integer value is cast into the XML data type, resulting in an XDM instance that contains a single item of type xs:integer:
It is important to distinguish the semantics of XMLParse from those of XMLCast and XMLSerialize.
Consider an SQL character string containing the following content:
If this string is passed as input to the XMLParse function, the result will be an instance of the XML data type containing a document node, an element node, an attribute node, and a text node. On the other hand, if the same string is passed to the XMLCast function with the target data type XML, the result will be an XML item containing the original input string as an instance of xs:string.
If the input to XMLCast is an XML value and the target data type is an SQL type, the function first converts the input value to an atomic value by using XQuery atomization rules. 10 The resulting atomic value must have a type that can be converted to the SQL target data type according to the mapping rules in the SQL/XML specification; otherwise, an error is raised. Thus, if the XML value produced by parsing the above example string were passed to XMLCast with a target data type of VARCHAR (100), the resulting value would be Gear. On the other hand, if the same XML value were passed to XMLSerialize, the result would be the original string: ,part color¼''red''.Gear,/part.. If both the input data type and the target data type are XML, XMLCast returns references to the input nodes without actually copying the nodes.
XMLValidate
The XMLValidate function validates an instance of the XML data type according to the validation rules of XML Schema. 4 If the input value is a valid document as defined by the given schema, the function returns a copy of the input value in which the element and attribute nodes have been augmented with default values and type annotations. If the input is not a valid document as defined by the given schema, an error is raised.
XML schemas are commonly represented as serialized XML documents, frequently in a file with the extension xsd that resides at some URL outside the database. It is considered undesirable for a database server such as DB2 to obtain an XML schema over the Web, where its contents can change at the whim of the owner or may simply become unavailable. Therefore, DB2 requires users to register all XML schemas to be used for validation and provides an interface for this purpose. The list of registered schemas is maintained in a DB2 catalog table.
A registered XML schema can be identified by an SQL identifier or by the URI of its target namespace. The schema to be used in an XMLValidate invocation can be specified explicitly in the function call or determined from information contained in the input document, as illustrated by the following examples:
1. This example identifies a registered schema by an SQL identifier:
2. This example identifies a registered schema by its target namespace URI:
XMLValidate(DOCUMENT X ACCORDING TO XMLSCHEMA URI 'http://example.books.com') 3. In this example, because no schema is specified, validation is performed against the registered schema identified by the xsi:schemaLocation attribute of the root node of the input document:
Publishing functions
As noted earlier, SQL/XML and DB2 provide a set of functions for converting (''publishing'') relational data into XML format. These functions are also referred to as XML constructor functions, as their purpose is similar to that of computed node constructors in XQuery. In this section, we describe these functions and provide examples of their use. articles table (Table 1) . When an example query is followed by the symbol ¼., the text following the ¼. symbol is the result of the query when executed against the data shown here (query results have been serialized with added white space for readability).
XMLElement
XMLElement mirrors the functionality of the XQuery element constructor in that its output is an XDM element node. XMLElement is at the heart of the XML publishing functions as it allows for creating an XML element in any shape or form. Its variable parameter list makes it possible to create simple constructs, such as an empty element, or complex constructs, such as many nested elements with attributes or namespace declarations at each nesting level.
The first argument of XMLElement is an SQL identifier that serves as the name of the element to be constructed. This required argument can be followed by a variable number of optional arguments that specify namespace declarations, attribute definitions, element content, and a null handling option. If more than one optional argument is supplied, the arguments must be supplied in the just mentioned order. The arguments of XMLElement may be provided in any form, including constants, value expressions, subqueries, and calls to other SQL/XML functions. The following example illustrates the simplest form of XMLElement, which creates an empty element node.
,Journal/.
The following example illustrates a more complex invocation of XMLElement whose content includes nested invocations of XMLElement to construct nested elements.
SELECT XMLElement ( NAME ''article'' XMLElement ( NAME ''title'', title ) XMLElement ( NAME ''journal'', journal ),
,article.
,title.Web and XML,/title. As long as at least one of the values specified for the content of the constructed element is non-null, the element is constructed, and any null values are ignored (i.e., they are dropped from the result). If all of the values specified for the content of the constructed element are null, the result of XMLElement is defined by the final parameter, which specifies a null handling option. The following options are supported by DB2:
EMPTY ON NULL (the default behavior): An empty element is constructed and returned. NULL ON NULL: No element is constructed, and an SQL null value is returned.
The null handling option applies only for the XMLElement call in which it is specified. It does not change the behavior of any contained XMLElement call or any other value expression.
Unlike XML and XQuery, SQL is not (always) case sensitive. As a result, close attention must be paid to uppercase and lowercase in function calls, such as XMLElement, that bridge the two languages. For example, in XMLElement, the argument supplied for the name of an XML element is an SQL identifier, which is always made uppercase by the SQL engine unless it is delimited by double quotation marks (a ''delimited identifier''). A user wishing to create an element named Journal might be surprised that XMLElement(NAME Journal) creates an element named JOURNAL instead. The desired result can be obtained by using a delimited identifier: XMLElement (NAME ''Journal'').
XMLAttributes
One or more attributes can be specified for an XML element by means of the XMLAttributes function. For each attribute, this function associates a value specified by a value expression with an attribute name specified by an SQL identifier. The attribute name is optional if the value expression identifies a column of a SELECT XMLElement (NAME ''article'',
XMLNamespaces Although a namespace declaration is similar in appearance to an attribute definition, it has different semantics. Another form of namespace declaration specifies the default namespace that applies to all unprefixed element names within the scope of a given element. In a call to XMLNamespaces, a default namespace can be specified by the keyword DEFAULT followed by a namespace URI, or, if the element has no default namespace, by the keywords NO DEFAULT.
A namespace prefix (or default namespace) defined by XMLNamespaces is valid inside the XMLElement in which it is specified. Nested calls to XMLElement inherit the namespace prefixes defined by the outer XMLElement, unless it is overridden by a nested call to XMLNamespaces. The following example illustrates how default namespaces can be controlled by nested calls to XMLElement and XMLNamespaces. The default namespace specified for the article element is valid inside the article and journal elements, but not inside the title element, which has no default namespace.
SELECT XMLElement ( NAME ''article'', XMLNamespaces ( DEFAULT 'http://example.com/library'), SELECT XMLElement ( NAME ''articles-in-ACMJ1'',
,articles-in-ACMJ1.
,title.Web and XML,/title.
,title.XQuery Support in DB2,/title.
,/articles-in-ACMJ1.
As rows in a table are inherently unordered, the order of the subelements in the above example is not ensured. To force a certain order XMLAgg accepts an optional parameter with which the user can specify the order of the XML values before they are concatenated into a sequence. The following example shows how an ordering can be imposed on the subelements in the previous example:
Other publishing functions
In addition to the functions listed above, SQL/XML provides publishing functions for comment nodes, processing instruction nodes, text nodes, and document nodes. Each of these functions closely resembles its counterpart node constructor in XQuery. These publishing functions are illustrated by the following examples: execution of this expression returns an XML value (remember that an XML value is an XDM instance, which is a sequence of zero or more items). The XQuery expression is supplied as a character string literal so that it is known at SQL query compilation time and can be optimized together with the enclosing SQL statement.
The following example is a simple XMLQuery invocation that executes an embedded XQuery expression without parameters. The result of the query is a value of type XML containing a sequence of integers: 2, 6, 12, 20.
The XMLQuery function is much more useful when it passes a set of named parameters to the embedded XQuery expression. This can be done by means of a PASSING clause that specifies the name and value of each parameter. 18 The parameter name is an SQL identifier, which can be referred to inside the XQuery expression as a variable name (with a leading ''$'' sign). The parameter value may be any SQL expression. The result of evaluating this expression is converted to the XML data type by using the semantics of XMLCast (see the description of XMLCast in the section ''XML data type'') bound to the named variable and made accessible inside the XQuery expression. In the above example, each invocation of XMLTable returns a table named x with columns year and title, computed as follows:
1. The XQuery expression $book/book [publisher¼''Pub1''] is evaluated, producing a sequence of items. In this example, the sequence will be of length zero or one, depending on the publisher of the book passed to XMLTable 2. Each item in the sequence produced by the previous step is used to compute a row of the table. During the computation of this row, the given item serves as the XQuery context item (the beginning point for path expressions). 3. To generate the value for a particular row and column, the column-generating expression for that column is evaluated with the context item described in the previous step. The result is then cast to the data type specified for that column.
If a column-generating expression is omitted, the column value is generated by an implicit path expression using the column name as a name test. Thus, the column-generating expression PATH 'title' can be omitted from the previous example, as follows: Table 2 shows what the output of the above example might look like. In this example, an SQL delimited identifier is used for the lowercase column name title to make sure that SQL and XQuery interpret the names in the same way, as XQuery names are case-sensitive and SQL names are casesensitive only inside delimited identifiers.
NATIVE XML IN DB2
DB2 provides native XML storage, indexing, and query processing through both XQuery 10 and SQL/ In the first example, publisher element children of the top-level book element are indexed as strings, and in the second example, all year attributes in the documents are indexed as integers.
Querying XML data in DB2
A DB2 application can access XML data in several ways, using either SQL/XML 15 DB2 also provides another input function, db2-fn:sqlquery, to invoke an SQL query from within XQuery. This function takes in an SQL SELECT statement and returns an XML column as output. Note that an SQL query may return an XML result by invoking XQuery, by using SQL/XML publishing functions, or by selecting data from an XML column of a relational table or view. The db2-fn:sqlquery function is useful when users want to restrict the XML documents seen by XQuery based on some conditions on relational tables or views, or when they want to provide an inline XML view of their relational data. 22 The following query returns the titles of books written by John Doe. Note that the relational join between the books and authors tables and the relational condition on the name column of the authors table restrict the book documents input to XQuery. ,/book-info.'
PASSING bookdoc AS ''book'')
FROM books
The XML column bookdoc is passed to XQuery by means of the variable book. Execution of the XQuery expression extracts the title of book and chapters, applies the predicate, and constructs a new element book-info. Note that the bookdoc document nodes are passed by reference to XQuery, thus maintaining node identities across the language boundary and avoiding the copying of large documents.
The SQL query in the previous example returns a result for each row of the books table. For books that have ''XML'' in a chapter title, the result is an XML value containing a book-info element. For other books, the result is an XML value containing an empty sequence. 23 To retrieve XML documents that satisfy a particular condition based on their content, the XMLExists function can be used. For example, the following query returns values of the bookdoc column that contain books written after 1996. In each case, the entire XML document is returned. If it is desired to retrieve only fragments of XML documents that satisfy a given condition, the XMLTable function can be used. For example, the following query retrieves the titles of books written after 1996. In this example, each invocation of Some applications may require grouping and analysis. Although XQuery does not yet have an explicit group-by construct, grouping queries can be expressed by using nested queries and self-joins. The following XQuery computes the number of books published by each publisher. This query contains a let clause that computes the group of books for each distinct publisher. A similar query, which also returns the number of books for each publisher although in a slightly different format, is given in the following example. This query uses XMLTable to extract the publishers of each book and computes the groups on the SQL side.
In this example, for each book, XMLTable returns a computed one-column CREATE VIEW bib(doc) AS (VALUES XMLELEMENT (NAME ''bib'',
XMLAttributes (au.affiliation), XMLElement (NAME ''name'', au. name)))
FROM authors au
For each row of the books Table  3 shows what the resulting view might look like.
SYNTACTIC AND SEMANTIC CHALLENGES
Integration of the SQL and XQuery languages is made difficult by various mismatches in their syntax and semantics. In this section, we discuss some of these differences and their implications for XML processing in DB2. Here, the let clause needs to be executed once for each $i value because each comment element returned by this query has a different identity. Hence, the optimizer cannot change the order of execution, although there is no dependency between the computations of $i and $j. The following seemingly equivalent query returns a different result: it returns the same comment element three times (that is, it returns three references to a single node with the same identity). When each reference to the bib view in the above query is replaced by its definition, the result is two distinct BIB documents, as each invocation of the view produces new nodes with different node identities. In the result of the query, book elements that represent books written by John Doe after 1996 will appear twice, once from the first BIB document and once from the second. Many SQL query compilers would detect two invocations of the same view as a common subexpression and would evaluate it only once. However, XQuery compilers cannot apply this optimization when the view definition contains node constructors. This limitation is similar to the limitations caused by SQL functions that are declared with the keywords NOT DETERMINISTIC.
Constructors and node identities
To avoid the spurious duplicates returned by the previous example, a user might choose to rewrite it as follows: This query will produce only one instance of each book because the view definition is invoked only once. In effect, the let clause explicitly defines the common subexpression.
Because SQL/XML has adopted the XQuery Data Model, the problems caused by nondeterministic functions exist in SQL/XML as well as in XQuery. Before the introduction of the XML data type, there was no semantic difference between an inline view To support evolving schemas, DB2 does not implement the static typing feature of XQuery. 19, 20, 21 Static typing would be too strict when documents have changing schemas, and it would reject many valid and useful queries at compilation time. As a consequence, DB2 relies on dynamic dispatch of XQuery functions and operators, even when schemas are strongly typed, i.e., they do not have generic data types. Each operation and function first checks the type annotations of its inputs and performs the appropriate operation.
The lack of concrete type information can affect the search for an eligible index when processing a given predicate. For example, when joining two XML values, if their data types are not known by static analysis, the compiler cannot pick an index. For this reason, it is suggested to insert explicit cast functions into join predicates to aid in index selection.
XQuery allows an expression to be evaluated without accessing all relevant data if accessing further data could not change the outcome except by raising an error. For example, an XQuery engine can evaluate logical expressions in any order and may not evaluate one of the operands; while evaluating an and expression, it may stop as soon as one of the operands evaluates to false. Similarly, an XQuery engine can stop evaluating a some expression (which searches for some item in a sequence that satisfies a condition) as soon as it finds the first item that satisfies the condition, even if some other item might have raised an error. DB2 exploits this type of optimization and is therefore nondeterministic in the presence of certain types of errors, as permitted by the XQuery specification.
CONCLUSION
Relational database systems are very well adapted to traditional business applications in which data has a known regular structure. The advantages of the relational data model are as important as ever, and no one expects XML data and languages to replace relational data and languages in traditional database applications.
Native storage of XML data, however, offers some important advantages for new types of applications. It allows storage of very diverse forms of information while preserving the ability to search or aggregate that information. It provides a natural storage model for data that has an intrinsic order, a hierarchic structure, or a large number of sparsely populated attributes. It is well adapted to a world of ''schema evolution'' where it is necessary to store and process documents conforming to many different schemas, including some documents lacking schemas, and where the set of schemas is rapidly changing. These kinds of applications are increasing in importance due to the influence of the Web and e-commerce.
In many ways, the state of XML database languages and systems resembles that of relational languages and systems in the early 1980s. Many research papers have been published, and a standard query language is under development. Commercial systems are beginning to appear, but optimization technology is still immature. Some important use cases are still not covered by the existing languages (for example, XQuery still lacks an update capability). Some skeptics are doubtful about the value of the new approach and its ability to be implemented efficiently.
SQL/XML allows users to combine the advantages of SQL and XQuery by using each language where it is most appropriate. It allows XML data to be stored in relational systems, taking advantage of the mature infrastructure provided by these systems and, at the same time, preserving and exploiting the special characteristics of the XML data. By implementing SQL/XML with XQuery support, DB2 gives users the flexibility to choose among several techniques for storing XML data, including shredding and native XML storage.
Native storage of XML data represents a major investment for the database industry. Many XML database products are beginning to appear from major DB vendors and others. If XML databases are successful, they will pass through the same evolutionary stages encountered earlier by relational databases. XQuery will be extended with update operations and possibly with additional features, 
